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Document Overview 

This Mission Planning Guide is published by Spaceflight, Inc. to provide general information regarding 
Spaceflight’s mission management and integration services, as well as highlight best practices in 
designing spacecraft for compatibility across launch opportunities.  Additional information about 
upcoming missions, launch pricing, and other offerings are available directly through 
www.spaceflight.com.   
 

This document is intended for planning purposes only and will be revised periodically; please check 
the Spaceflight website for the latest revision.  Actual compatibility requirements are defined on a 
mission-specific basis.  Questions or other requests may be directed to sales@spaceflight.com.    
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1 Introduction 
Spaceflight is a premier launch services and mission management provider, offering flexible, frequent, 
and cost-effective access to space for small spacecraft so you can innovate from a celestial perspective.  
Founded in 2011, Spaceflight is a launch service provider offering end-to-end launch services across all 
planning phases from mission design through deployment on orbit.  As the pioneering company of 
commerical rideshare in the US, Spaceflight is pleased to serve commercial companies, government 
entities, and non-profit organizations in executing the most cost-effective launch campaigns on the 
planet. 
 
Spaceflight’s end-to-end launch services include: 

- Capacity-booking sales team connected to almost every launch provider on the planet  
- Provision of flight hardware and support equipment including structures, avionics, separation 

systems and signals 
- Requirements, verification, and deliverables management to support integration & launch 

campaigns 
- Payload integration facilities and experienced integration technicians to support physical 

integration of spacecraft to separation system and subsequently to launch vehicle 
- Launch and deployment into desired orbit 

 
What makes Spaceflight the best launch provider option for SmallSats?   When choosing Spaceflight to 
manage a launch contract, you are leveraging:  

1. Access to a broad range of launch vehicles, orbits, and launch timelines via a highly skilled single 
point of contact  

2. Lower launch costs achieved through preferred pricing and aggregated rideshare demand 
3. An engineering workforce that spans mechanical, electrical, systems, and program management 

disciplines who have successfully launched 200+ spacecraft  
4. Robust contracting with an organization capable of navigating schedule and programmatic 

changes over the life of the program with the ability to re-manifest onto other launch 
opportunities 

5. Flexibility to choose the level of service at the budget required by your program goals 
6. Compliance specialists in export and spacecraft licensing 
7. Logistics professionals experienced in global shipments of space hardware 
8. A dedicated mission management team using streamlined tools, processes, and communications 

resulting in significant time savings for your team 
 
Spaceflight reserves both dedicated and excess launch capacity based on the demands of spacecraft 
launch needs and manages each spacecraft mission from launch selection through deployment on orbit.  
Spaceflight does this through established relationships with commercially competitive launch vehicles, 
and proven mission design, management and integration processes.  Spaceflight can accommodate any 
set of constraints to help find you the right launch, at the right time, to the right orbit for the best price. 
Get started today at Spaceflight.com. 
 
Inside this Mission Planning Guide, you will learn why Spaceflight is the go-to rideshare source for Finding 
Your Launch, Managing Your Launch Service, Designing for Compatibility, and Planning Your Launch 
Campaign. 
   

http://spaceflight.com/schedule-pricing/
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2 Finding Your Launch 
Whether it’s your first launch or your hundredth, finding and booking a launch with Spaceflight is simple.  
The process begins by contacting Spaceflight’s business development team to provide some initial 
information related to desired orbit, launch timing, expected spacecraft size (volume, mass, separation 
system interface type), and unique spacecraft requirements.  Spaceflight then creates a list of all available 
launches compatible with your supplied criteria.  

As one of the founding members of the commercial rideshare market for small satellites, Spaceflight has 
long-standing relationships with established launch service providers, and actively fosters the growth of 
emerging launch service providers around the world.  With decades of experience working and launching 
with such a wide variety of launch service providers, Spaceflight’s mission management and engineering 
teams are well versed in the hardware, interfaces, and processes for spacecraft compliance and 
integration and can help provide insight on the specifics of each when selecting a launch. 

Increasingly, rideshare interfaces occur as a part of a host space vehicle rather than the launch vehicle 
itself.  In this case, Spaceflight’s experience with both the host space vehicle and launch vehicle benefit 
rideshare spacecraft in the definition and execution of hardware, interfaces, and processes.  Figure 2-1 
illustrates the family of launch vehicles on which Spaceflight is actively manifesting missions; the number 
of available vehicles is increasing as new launchers prove their capabilities.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-1 Launch vehicle family 
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In order to maximize the number of rideshare interfaces (and thereby decrease the launch cost per 
spacecraft), Spaceflight uses a variety of different structures and systems to interface with the launch 
vehicle and other flight hardware.  Typical rideshare interfaces can support CubeSats ranging from <1 kg 
up to 24 kg, and small satellites ranging from 30 kg up to 5000 kg (Spaceflight refers to this category 
generally as ‘microsats’).  It is Spaceflight’s role to determine what flight support equipment is necessary 
to support rideshare spacecraft on a particular mission, and generally handles the procurement of 
separation systems and other flight hardware.  Spacecraft providers are encouraged to express any 
constraints on separation system interface early in the launch selection process as it can drive mission 
design.   

 
Figure 2-2 Typical rideshare configurations integrated with adapters, separation systems, avionics, and spacecraft  

Referencing the launch schedule published on Spaceflight.com is useful for initial planning, but it is always 
recommended to contact Spaceflight to confirm a particular availability. For a given rideshare opportunity, 
there may be an opportunity to purchase additional rideshare options including schedule control and 
delay rights.  Booking a launch should begin as early as is practical, usually occurring around 18 months 
before the spacecraft is ready to launch.  In some cases, Spaceflight can reserve your launch reservation 
much closer to the launch date depending on spacecraft maturity and launch availability. 

While the destination orbits of launch vehicles vary widely, there are certain orbits that are serviced 
regularly which results in ample rideshare capacity to Low Earth Orbit (LEO) and Geostationary Transfer 
Orbit (GTO).  These orbits shapes are depicted in Figure 2-3.  A spacecraft system design that utilizes one 
of these common rideshare orbit insertions while also adhering to Spaceflight’s spacecraft design 
guidelines increases the spacecraft’s opportunity to be quickly manifested and compatible with a variety 
of launch opportunities.  Spaceflight is a resource for spacecraft providers seeking answers regarding the 
nuances of each launch vehicle and how to build a mission which meets all program objectives.  Regardless 
of whether your spacecraft is headed to LEO, GTO, or beyond, Spaceflight makes provisions for power, 
communications, deployment signals, and telemetry to execute deployment sequences and provide 
separation confirmations on orbit.   

http://spaceflight.com/schedule-pricing/
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Figure 2-3 Common Rideshare Insertions:  

2.1 Getting Under Contract 
Based on the identified launch opportunities, Spaceflight provides preliminary pricing and mission 
information, iterating as needed, and culminating in a firm fixed price so there are no surprises later.   
Once a spacecraft provider is ready to commit to a launch, the contracting process begins with a Letter of 
Agreement (LOA), which is a binding reservation for launch capacity that captures the high-level terms 
and conditions for the Launch Service Agreement 
(LSA). Upon signing the LOA, Spaceflight assigns a 
mission manager who becomes the single point of 
contact for all spacecraft provider and launch 
vehicle interactions including mission planning, 
integration, and execution after the LSA is 
completed. The LSA follows soon after LOA 
signing and commits the spacecraft to a specific 
launch opportunity. It also includes the required 
flow down clauses from the associated launch 
vehicle provider and applicable governmental 
bodies followed by a detailed Statement of Work 
(SOW) with clear deliverables and mission 
timelines for submission.  

2.2 Compliance Assessment 
A compliance assessment is conducted during the contracting process to determine what export licenses 
are required, if there are any International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) or Export Administration 
Regulations (EAR) restrictions or reporting requirements, and a compliance plan is outlined. Spaceflight 
executes against this plan and provides guidance to spacecraft providers throughout the mission to ensure 
compliant exchange of controlled technical data with spacecraft and launch providers as well as transport 
hardware under the appropriate export licenses.  While the compliance and export process can be lengthy 
and complicated, Spaceflight’s compliance team has extensive experience successfully navigating the 
applicable regulations to obtain the required export licenses and approvals necessary for launch. This 
early assessment reduces program risk and gives the Spaceflight and spacecraft provider teams a roadmap 
for compliant mission execution.  

Quote
Identifies spacecraft, one or more launch
opportunities which service the desired orbital
parameters and pricing

LOA
Letter of Agreement captures high-level terms
and conditions of the binding contract

LSA

Launch Service Agreement expands upon LOA
terms and incorporates exhibits unique to the
launch opportunity and Launch Service
Document Package including SOW

Figure 2-4 Spaceflight’s contract process flow 

Sun Synchronous (green) 

Mid-inclination (orange) 

Transfer Orbits: GTO, cis-lunar (blue) 
 

Low Earth Orbits: 
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3 Managing Your Launch Service 
Spaceflight’s core value to the rideshare community is exhibited through our team of talented mission 
managers and integration engineers who ensure each aspect of the mission is prepared for a successful 
launch campaign and deployment.  This skill base is built upon an established track record of success over 
more than 14 missions involving 200 satellites across seven different launch vehicles.  Thanks to a uniquely 
equipped team with insight into a wide variety of launch opportunities, Spaceflight is able to utilize late 
manifest changes to benefit the SmallSat community in a way no other launch provider can offer. 

3.1 Standard Services 
The following services are included in every launch contract.  Spaceflight is always willing to discuss unique 
needs and services that might be above and beyond to scope the perfect mission. 

3.1.1 Launch Management 
Your Spaceflight mission manager serves as a single point-of-contact (POC), through whom all data and 
communications are routed for the duration of the program.    Through recurring meetings, Spaceflight 
mission managers serve all aspects of project management from campaign kickoff through confirmation 
of deployment on orbit.  The tasks of a mission manager include: 

• creation and management of schedule and Interface Control Documentation (ICD) 
• provision of templates for deliverables 
• completion and distribution of mission analyses 
• detailed review and feedback on deliverables 
• assessment of compliance to requirements 
• action tracking 
• guidance for range safety deliverables 
• export license arrangement 
• logistics coordination and support 
• provisions of standard Ground Support Equipment (GSE) 
• facilitation of spacecraft-specific engineering analyses (e.g. deployment, re-contact, 

environments derivation, and waiver assessments).   
 

Spaceflight’s mission management team is charged to advocate for the spacecraft provider internally and 
externally, tirelessly seeking to meet the needs of the spacecraft provider with a focus on the specific 
spacecraft needs. Spaceflight’s mission managers provide a satellite-focused and satellite-driven 
experience, as compared to that of a contemporary launch vehicle provider.  

3.1.2 Schedule and Deliverables 
The mission management process occurs over a period of time averaging 12 or more months before the 
scheduled launch date, with more complex missions requiring more time to execute.  An example mission 
management timeline is summarized in Table 3-1.  The mission-specific schedules released over the 
course of the mission include Overall Program Schedule, Integration Schedule, and Launch Campaign 
Schedule.  The purpose of these schedules is to drive spacecraft provider deliverables to completion in 
support of the mission timeline, and to inform planning schedules for mission support.  

During the launch planning process, Spaceflight serves to simplify the process of both understanding and 
executing required documentation outputs from spacecraft provider to Spaceflight.  The following 
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sections contain an overview of both what is expected from spacecraft teams and what you can expect to 
receive from Spaceflight to get your spacecraft successfully on orbit.  

 

Table 3-1 Sample mission management timeline and deliverables 
 

Milestone Date Spaceflight Deliverables Spacecraft Provider Deliverables 

Contract Signing 
Typically L-12+ months 

- Procure deployment system 

- Completed spacecraft questionnaire 

- Requirements for CAD & FEM, 
thermal models 

- ICD Template 
- Apply for export licensing (as 

required) 

Kickoff 
LSA signature+2 months 

- Mission Schedule  
- Safety submission template 

delivery 

- Spacecraft CAD model 
- Spacecraft FEM 
- Spacecraft Test Plan 

Mission CDR 
Launch-9 months 

- Updated mission schedule   
- Current best estimate launch 

campaign schedule 
- Preliminary Integration Schedule 
- Preliminary Launch Operations Plan 

- Updated CAD model (if applicable) 
- Updated FEM (if applicable 
- Thermal Model 
- Updated Spacecraft Mas 
- Completed Safety Submission 
- Spacecraft launch site operations 

plan 
- Spacecraft licensing information sent 

to appropriate agency 

System Readiness Review 
Launch-3 months 

- Updated mission analyses results (if 
applicable) - Verification compliance to ICD 

requirements (i.e. test reports) 
- Updates to CAD, FEM, thermal 

model, and Safety Package (if 
applicable) 

- Final integration schedule 
- Final launch operations plan 
- A list of facilities and services 

available for spacecraft checkout 

Integration Process Start 
Launch-60 days 

- Identify last access to the 
spacecraft 

- Spaceflight provides the integration 
facility 

- Final as-measured spacecraft mass 
and best estimated wet-mass 

- Delivery of Spacecraft and associated 
electrical and mechanical GSE to 
integration facility for system level 
integration 

- Delivery of spacecraft mass simulator 
to integration facility for system level 
integration 

Launch Readiness Review 
Launch-1 day - Approximate separation time - Launch Readiness Review (LRR)  

Launch 
Launch+0 hours - - 

Spacecraft Separation 
Launch+4 hours 

- Separation confirmation and state 
vector - 

Acquisition Notification 
Spacecraft Acquisition+12 

hours 
- 

- Indication of spacecraft acquisition, 
state-of-health assessment 
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A description of the typical mission deliverables both provided to and expected from spacecraft providers 
is included in Table 3-2. These documents represent the general types of necessary content required to 
be communicated between the rideshare spacecraft, the launch vehicle provider, and various support 
agencies associated with the launch.  Specific documentation needs are provided once a spacecraft is 
manifested on particular mission. 

Table 3-2 Description of Deliverables 
Item  Deliverables from Spacecraft Provider to Spaceflight 

1 Spacecraft Questionnaire – The spacecraft questionnaire includes the orbit requirements, interface 
details, mass properties, preliminary drawings, and unique spacecraft requirements, etc. 

2 Verification Artifacts – Provide documentation to serve as verification artifacts of all ICD requirements 
(includes spacecraft system design information, test plans and results, Certificates of Compliance, etc.)  

3 Spacecraft CAD Model – CAD model showing the outer mold line configuration, shape, and dimensions of 
the satellite.  

4 
Mass Properties Report – Current best estimate mass properties are tracked from spacecraft 
questionnaire through Mission Readiness Review. The values should include the nominal values and 3σ 
uncertainties. 

5 
Safety Package – The Safety Package is a data package that provides detailed technical data on all 
hazardous items including drawings, schematics, RF Radiation, and assembly and handling procedures 
(format is dependent upon Launch Range). 

6 
Spacecraft Launch Operations Plan – Each spacecraft must specify any handling constraints, 
environmental constraints, personnel requirements, equipment requirements, launch site checkout 
procedures, integration procedures, and the duration of these tasks for their satellite. 

7 Spacecraft Finite Element Model (microsats only) – A spacecraft FEM is required for inclusion in Coupled 
Loads Analysis.  

8 Spacecraft Thermal Model (microsats only) – A spacecraft thermal model is required for inclusion in an 
integrated thermal analysis 

9 

Spacecraft licensing - Copies of all licenses, permits, clearances, authorizations, and approvals necessary 
for the transportation of, communication with, operation, launch and orbital deployment of the spacecraft 
including, but is not limited to all licenses from: the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) or 
spacecraft provider’s applicable national administration/agency; and if applicable, the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration (“NOAA”). 

 
Item  Deliverables from Spaceflight to Spacecraft Provider 

1 
ICD – Interface Control Document defining mission, interface, and operational spacecraft requirements 
necessary to successfully execute the launch service, including acceptable verification methods and 
verification artifacts for each of the requirements.   

2 Deliverable input guidance – Provide deliverable templates and feedback on draft submissions.  

3 Schedule – Description of the mission planning timeline and status of readiness activities to ensure the 
team is on-track to meet mission milestones. 

4 Mission Unique Design Analyses – Provide current best estimates through coordination with launch 
vehicle team for launch environments, targeted orbital parameters, and deployment timing. 

5 
Spacecraft and Mission Readiness Review – Provide readiness status for spacecraft, Spaceflight hardware 
and facilities to execute launch campaign. 

6 State vector and deployment confirmation – Actual insertion parameters and separation confirmation on 
orbit. 
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3.1.3 Mission Feasibility Analysis 
As a part of the launch contract preparation process, Spaceflight’s mission management and engineering 
teams evaluate compatibility of spacecraft design with a given launch opportunity based on the 
information provided in the spacecraft questionnaire.  These assessments typically include 
packaging/volumetric configurations, mass properties analysis in relation to rideshare adapter and 
deployment system capabilities, as well as alignment with standard integration flow and timelines.   

3.1.4 Coupled Loads Analysis 
Spaceflight combines spacecraft finite element models along with Spaceflight-provided hardware models 
to provide input to the launch vehicle combined Coupled Loads Analysis (CLA).  The CLA is used to 
determine maximum predicted dynamic environments for spacecraft interfaces when excited by the 
launch vehicle for that specific mission; as such, CLA outputs include maximum accelerations and interface 
loads at selected nodes of the spacecraft.  To facilitate these analyses, each spacecraft provider (with the 
exception of CubeSats) is expected to provide a simplified NASTRAN finite element model representative 
of the flight configuration.  The mission schedule includes sufficient time to update models and update 
the coupled loads analysis if there are significant changes in the models or environments from the initial 
iteration. 

3.1.5 Thermal Analysis 
Spaceflight performs thermal analyses to provide minimum and maximum predicted spacecraft 
temperatures from the time of fairing encapsulation until the rideshare spacecraft is deployed from the 
launch vehicle. Accordingly, each spacecraft provider (with the exception of CubeSats) is expected to 
provide a thermal model, where nodes of particular interest can be called out for time-history profiles. 
Complexity of the thermal model required may vary, depending on the size of the spacecraft and the 
fidelity of the thermal interfaces required.   

3.1.6 Separation Timing and Re-Contact Analysis 
Spaceflight uses a combination of mission requirements, separation system specifications, spacecraft 
mass, spacecraft orientation, and other variables that contribute to the re-contact possibility to develop 
a deployment timeline.   The separation timing and re-contact analysis informs deployment timelines to 
ensure that minimum separation thresholds are maintained between the launch vehicle upper stage and 
deployed spacecraft. 

3.1.7 Range Safety Review 
Each spacecraft provider is responsible for ensuring that they are in compliance with the applicable Range 
Safety requirements included in the ICD.  This is primarily accomplished through each spacecraft 
provider’s safety package submissions in addition to requirement tailoring inputs (as applicable).  
Spaceflight provides safety package templates and support throughout the range safety review process. 

All spacecraft, GSE, and hazardous procedures must meet the safety requirements of the Launch Provider 
and the Range Safety.  Safety submissions generally include a clear description of your spacecraft including 
potential hazards of your spacecraft.  A description of structural design and environmental testing are 
helpful to demonstrate that safety requirements have been met. 

Components of particular interest in safety documents include fueling, ordnance systems, pressurized 
systems, propulsion systems, radio frequency (RF) systems, laser systems, and electrical systems including 
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the battery type and associated testing.  All hazardous procedures must be clearly described including 
handling of hazardous materials.  It is very important that spacecraft designers address Range Safety 
concerns early in the spacecraft design process to ensure compatibility with requirements.   

3.1.8 Spacecraft to Separation System Fit Check 
Spaceflight arranges pre-integration fit checks to ensure proper fit with separation system and finalization 
of integration procedures well before spacecraft arrival to integration facility.  Access to the spacecraft is 
limited following integration onto the launch vehicle so the fit check dry run allows for any telemetry 
connections and/or green tag and Remove Before Flight (RBF) items to be rehearsed before flight 
integration occurs.  Fit check also includes Spaceflight-provided electrical harnesses that connects the 
separation system to the spacecraft and launch vehicle, as well as standard GSE to support the separation 
system during integration of spacecraft to the launch vehicle. For the purposes of this document, GSE 
includes Mechanical and Electrical Ground Support Equipment (MGSE and EGSE). 

3.1.9 Licensing Compliance Review 
Following the submission of the required licensing to Spaceflight, a review of licenses is completed to 
ensure licensing is compliant with mission requirements. All spacecraft providers are required to 
independently determine and obtain the licenses necessary for the spacecraft.  Spaceflight does not 
integrate or launch spacecraft unless copies of regulatory licenses allowing the spacecraft owner to 
launch, deploy, and operate the spacecraft are provided and certified as true and correct.  These 
requirements vary for each country. Spaceflight can provide resources early in the mission planning to 
help navigate required licensing for the spacecraft provider national agency or administration.   
Spaceflight helps spacecraft providers avoid licensing pitfalls and risks to integration readiness by 
providing thorough review of a spacecraft provider’s licensing scheme and issued licenses to ensure 
compliance.   

3.2 Optional Services 
As every mission requires some unique accommodations for spacecraft, Spaceflight provides a myriad of 
optional services in addition to the standard services as listed in Table 3-3.    

Table 3-3 Optional services available 

access to spacecraft for late charging 
accommodations for spacecraft fueling 
custom GSE 
flexible launch re-manifest launch contracting 
launch insurance 
loan of test fixture 
mission feasibility analyses (in advance of launch contract signing) 
nitrogen purge 
non-standard (especially early or late) spacecraft delivery timeline 
pre-planned extended duration processing time during an integration campaign 
provision of propellants  
separation system rental for testing 
separation system tuning for customized tipoff rates 
Spaceflight-procurement of customer mass simulator 
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3.3 Safety and Mission Assurance 
Said simply, a launch service lacking in quality assurance does not survive.  Spaceflight’s livelihood 
depends on flawless deployment of spacecraft on orbit where all personnel and property survive safely 
along the way.  To achieve this end, Spaceflight’s team relies on proven mission assurance practices, 
effective demonstration of compliance to safety requirements, and quality management systems to 
provide a cost-effective, high-quality launch service.  

3.3.1 Mission Assurance 
At Spaceflight, mission assurance encompasses an overall “Do No Harm” methodology.  In principle, 
Mission Assurance is the disciplined application of proven scientific, engineering, quality, and program 
management principles toward the goal of achieving mission success.  It follows a general systems 
engineering framework and uses risk management and independent assessment as cornerstones 
throughout the mission life cycle.  Spaceflight’s two major objectives of mission assurance are: 

1. Successful separation of rideshare spacecraft in orbit 
2. Rideshare spacecraft “Do No Harm” to each other or the mission 

Overall mission assurance is achieved through disciplined systems engineering practices, risk 
management, quality assurance processes, independent assessment throughout the mission lifecycle, and 
a “Test like you fly” philosophy.  The internal assessments performed by Spaceflight throughout the 
lifecycle vary depending on the mission type and complexity including reviews by the Engineering and 
Program Management leadership to ensure requirements verification, mission and integration readiness, 
and launch readiness.  Each internal assessment has a clear set of entrance and exit criteria that must be 
met to gain approval.  The reviews focus on the state, status, and performance of units, subsystems, 
systems, development, production, testing, and risk.  The reviews may also cover program management 
processes, engineering processes, hardware acceptance, materials control, system safety, quality 
assurance, discrepancy reporting, contamination control, and configuration management.  Mission 
assurance is tailored to meet the needs of each mission and launch, as well as each spacecraft provider.   

The “Do No Harm” methodology ensures that the multiple co-passengers on a launch do not cause 
adverse effects on each other, the launch vehicle, or otherwise negatively impact the mission.  Structural 
integrity is assured by defining and testing to enveloping dynamic environments for each launch vehicle, 
while also considering unique sub-systems and RF compatibility and application of mission constraints and 
requirements.  Spaceflight relies on a clear set of repeatable processes to ensure that mission 
requirements are met based on industry-proven standard practices levied through the ICD.  It is through 
the verification of these mission requirements that the highest probability of mission success exists.   

Spaceflight’s mission managers play the key role in the overall mission assurance process, where explicit 
compliance is verified by the Quality and Mission Assurance Manager.  Through clear communication,  
realistic scheduling, and targeted engineering focus,  Spaceflight actively addresses technical risks until 
closure through regular review of progress and action item status for all parties.  The mission manager 
owns the requirements, as well as the relationship to vendors, suppliers, and other spacecraft providers 
including visibility to which approvals must be in place prior to launch.  

3.3.2 Safety Submissions 
Spaceflight’s heritage across many launch vehicles provides unique insight into the intricacies of the 
distinct requirements and deliverables associated with each launch vehicle and launch range.  Approval 
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of safety submissions including details of the hazards present in a spacecraft’s system and processes is a 
necessary part of ensuring mission success during integration and while at the launch range.  Accurate 
and thorough safety submission documents are important because in the event of an anomaly during 
ground processing or launch, Range Safety may use all available documentation to complete an audit and 
investigation. 

3.3.3 Waivers 
As spacecraft providers evaluate compliance to the applicable mission requirements, in extenuating 
situations, a waiver may be requested to either tailor the language or level of the requirement, allow for 
alternate means of verification or waive the requirement entirely.  The best practice is to meet all of the 
requirements of the ICD, as waiver requests are subject to approval by Spaceflight, launch vehicle provider 
and range safety as required to ensure an equivalent levels of safety results and the ‘Do No Harm’ criteria 
is met.   

3.3.4 Quality Assurance 
Spaceflight maintains a process-based Quality Management System (QMS) and is committed to ensuring 
our products and services meet or exceed customer expectations.  As part of the company’s management 
reviews, internal audits, corrective actions, preventive actions, risk management, continual improvement 
activities and review of customer feedback / satisfaction measures, all QMS processes are analyzed to 
determine process effectiveness, product conformance, and customer satisfaction. 

Spaceflight flight hardware is under configuration control, with all design, integration, and test activities 
executed to released, revision-controlled documentation. Tooling and test equipment used in the 
acceptance loop for flight hardware is regularly calibrated and maintained. Work documentation records 
are captured and maintained in accordance with our QMS documented processes.  Supplier-provided 
hardware is inspected to ensure product quality prior to use with flight systems.    
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4 Designing for Compatibility 
Outside of spacecraft functionality on orbit, it is the launch configuration and environment that most 
dramatically shapes spacecraft design. When it comes to understanding what constraints exist across 
launch opportunities, Spaceflight offers significant value to spacecraft providers on how to navigate this 
challenging topic based upon the success of prior missions.  The sections that follow contain high level 
insight on rideshare spacecraft environments and rideshare spacecraft design compatibility guidelines to 
support the rideshare community in preparing for a wide variety of launch opportunities.  The most 
effective things a spacecraft developer can do to optimize their compatibility across launch 
opportunities are to comply with the industry standards and develop a simple system both in operation 
and ground handling.   

4.1 Rideshare Spacecraft Environments 
Whether launching for the first time, considering new launch vehicles, or investigating rideshare, 
identifying the bounding spacecraft environments for your design is a challenging but important step in 
preparing well for your mission.  It is ultimately the spacecraft provider’s responsibility to ensure the 
spacecraft survives all environments encountered during the course of the mission; Spaceflight makes it 
easy to access the environments, to understand how those environments are revised over time (including 
waiver requests), and to know what verifications are expected to demonstrate that a spacecraft is fit for 
flight.   

The following sections summarize the baseline mission environments for rideshare spacecraft by 
presenting an envelope of the most common rideshare mission environments.  These environments 
represent a conservative approach to the satellite design and should not be used to determine the 
absolute compatibility with launch opportunities that Spaceflight has available.  Spaceflight understands 
that designing to overly conservative environments can impose the possibility of greater system mass and 
overall cost to the spacecraft provider.  We encourage early engagement with our team during your 
spacecraft design process to best understand what conservatisms apply for the mission of interest.  By 
working closely with Spaceflight, spacecraft providers gain insights that allow them to perform trade 
studies to weigh the costs of cross-mission compatibility versus single launcher compatibility.  Note that 
the values included herein represent maximum predicted environments, whereas actual test values would 
require application of appropriate factors of safety applied to the environments as stated (or more 
appropriately, environments as stated in the mission-specific ICD).   

During early mission scoping, Spaceflight initially specifies mission environments based on best estimates 
using payload user’s guides, past experience, and internal analyses.  The mission environments are 
iteratively refined through coordination with the launch vehicle provider until final maximum predicted 
environments are provided as a part of the mission-specific launch vehicle critical design review. 
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4.1.1 Quasi-Static Loading Environment 

Table 4-1 Enveloping quasi-static loading guidelines 
Larger Microsats 
(typically >60 kg) 

Smaller Microsats 
(typically ≤60 kg) CubeSats 

≤10 g in flight.  Axis of highest 
load and simultaneity is often 
mission dependent, where 
typical max loading occurs in 
launch vehicle thrust axis. 

≤15 g in flight. Axis of highest 
load and simultaneity is often 
mission dependent, where 
typical max loading occurs in 
launch vehicle thrust axis. 

15 g non-simultaneously in each 
orthogonal axis when 
constrained in a flight-like 
manner (either tabs or rails 
depending on the specific 
deployment system). 

For microsats, a useful method for determining bounding accelerations for spacecraft in advance of 
mission-specific loads availability can be derived from JPL D-5882 “Mass Acceleration Curve for Spacecraft 
Structural Design.”   

Actual loads, accelerations, and deflections are a function of the launch vehicle, primary spacecraft, and 
other rideshare spacecraft dynamic structural properties. These are accurately determined via mission-
specific analyses, typically through CLA.  Spacecraft providers are highly encouraged to communicate any 
existing quasi-static qualification history to Spaceflight upon initial discussion of launch opportunities to 
incorporate into the mission feasibility analysis.  However, Spaceflight recommends spacecraft providers 
also reserve the ability to perform quasi-static qualification after mission-specific environments are 
determined to ensure tests are performed to the appropriate levels.  Testing to conservative quasi-static 
acceleration levels affords the spacecraft providers with the widest range of possible launch 
opportunities.  

4.1.2 Sinusoidal Vibration Environment 
Some launch vehicle providers expect spacecraft to undergo sinusoidal (sine) vibration testing to 
demonstrate acceptability for flight.  The sine vibration environment is defined as an input at the 
spacecraft interface and may be requested to be notched to avoid overtest at certain frequencies.    

Table 4-2 Sine vibration environment guidelines 
Microsatellites CubeSats 

The sine vibration environment is based on CLA performed by the 
launch vehicle provider.  The results from CLA are used to derive 
a response spectrum of the vibration levels at the spacecraft 
interface. For a given modal damping value, a smoothed envelope 
of peak responses is created, which is then used to produce a sine 
vibration input curve. 

In instances where spacecraft 
fundamental frequencies do not 
exceed the baseline requirement 
(Section 4.2.1.1.14), CubeSats may 
be required to demonstrate 
compliance to sinusoidal vibration 
environments. 

 

4.1.3 Random Vibration Environment 
The random vibration environment is highly unique to each mission.  Spaceflight provides generic mission 
acceptance-level enveloping environments to assist spacecraft developers with maximizing their flight 
opportunities.  Spacecraft providers who design for the random vibration environments in Table 4-3 below 
can take advantage of the greatest flexibility across Spaceflight’s launch offerings.  Mission-unique flight 
environments are communicated to the spacecraft provider via the ICD.   
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Figure 4-1 Enveloping random vibration environment profiles 

Table 4-3 Enveloping random vibration environment profiles 
Microsatellites CubeSats 

Frequency (Hz) Acceptance PSD (g²/Hz) 
20 0.057 
40 0.057 
50 0.060 

800 0.060 
1300 0.050 
2000 0.050 
gRMS 10.5 

 

Frequency (Hz) Acceptance PSD (g²/Hz) 
20 0.057 
35 0.057 
50 0.080 

800 0.080 
1300 0.050 
2000 0.050 
gRMS 11.3 

 

 

Each spacecraft is expected to survive a 2-minute random vibration test in all three axes to ensure that it 
will both survive to accomplish its mission and not pose harm to other spacecraft during launch. 

Should a spacecraft design not be compatible with high frequency mission environments as stated in a 
mission-specific ICD, spacecraft designers may consider isolation systems that can effectively move more 
energy into lower frequency regimes experienced by the spacecraft.  Given the need to address specific 
aspects of incompatibility, isolation systems are inherently associated with a specific mission and thereby 
reduce compatibility across launch opportunities. 

4.1.4 Acoustic Environment 
Two acoustic environments are shown in Figure 4-2.  Env 1 envelops the qualification acoustic 
environment expected for all missions to Low Earth Orbit.  Env 2 envelops the qualification acoustic 
environment for GTO missions.  Acoustic qualification tests are expected to be 2 minutes in duration.  
Acoustic acceptance tests are typically 3 dB lower at all frequencies and the test duration is 1 minute. 

Spacecraft with large flat surfaces are typically susceptible to acoustic environments. Acoustic testing is 
recommended for any spacecraft with structural components susceptible to excitation by acoustic 
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environments, though many microsats of smaller form factor may find that random vibration 
environments envelop acoustic environments for a particular mission.  CubeSats do not typically undergo 
acoustic testing due to their small size, protection from direct acoustic excitement inside a dispenser, and 
the random vibration environment enveloping acoustic environment. 

 
Figure 4-2 Enveloping acoustic environment profiles 

4.1.5 Shock Environment 
In many rideshare situations, the shock environment induced by 
a spacecraft separation system envelops the shock environment 
induced by launch vehicle events (e.g. fairing separation, stage 
separation, etc.).  The launch vehicle-induced shock environment 
is highly mission-specific so Spaceflight recommends all 
spacecraft (including CubeSats) be tested to either the following 
environment (see Table 4-4) or the shock environment supplied by the separation system vendor 
(whichever is higher).  Spaceflight may need to levy a higher shock environment on a mission-specific 
basis.  Spaceflight recognizes that shock testing is something of an art and that it can be easy to 
unintentionally overtest; through clear definition of test levels based on mission specific requirements, 
Spaceflight regularly assists rideshare spacecraft in completing shock tests successfully. 

4.1.6 Depressurization Environment 
Spaceflight recommends all spacecraft providers design their spacecraft to the following depressurization 
environment, which envelops all potential launch opportunities: 

• Sustained depressurization: 2.8 kPa/sec (28 mBar/sec or 0.40 psi/sec) 
• Transient: 4.8 kPa/sec (48 mBar/sec or 0.70 psi/sec) for as much as 5 seconds 
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Due to the specialized test facilities that are required to perform depressurization testing, Spaceflight 
accepts verification by both analysis and/or test.   

• For CubeSats, this is often as simple as looking at the ratio of volume to be vented to vent area.  
A minimum ratio is 2000 inch³/inch², referenced in the CubeSat Design Specification, is often used. 

• For microsats, Spaceflight prefers to see additional work to show that the pressure differential 
induced by depressurization will not cause structural failure.  Under certain circumstances, 
Spaceflight may ask for specific vent directions to be blocked in order to prevent one spacecraft 
from venting directly onto (and therefore possibly contaminating) another. 

4.1.7 Electromagnetic Environment 
The following figure shows the enveloping electromagnetic interference (EMI) environment across all 
launch opportunities for both LEO and GTO missions.  Spaceflight recommends all spacecraft be tested to 
either the LEO or GTO environment, as appropriate, to ensure the spacecraft will survive (and not change 
power state during exposure to) EMI caused by the range, the launch vehicle, and other sources. 

 
Figure 4-3  Enveloping electromagnetic environment 

4.1.8 Limits to Spacecraft Radiated Emissions 
Spaceflight requires all rideshare spacecraft to meet launch range and launch vehicle EMI susceptibility 
criteria, which have been summarized in this section.  Spacecraft are expected to be tested in an anechoic 
chamber in the launch configuration (including power state).  Rideshare spacecraft are also expected to 
inhibit intended RF emissions until after deployment in orbit.  Spaceflight can make arrangements for 
spacecraft RF testing at specific times during the integration process with appropriate prior planning.  The 
limits posted here envelop all missions and launch opportunities.  Spacecraft providers can expect less 
restrictive limits to be defined in the mission-specific ICD. 
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Figure 4-4 Radiated emissions limits for rideshare spacecraft (LEO missions) 
 

Table 4-5 Radiated emissions limits for rideshare spacecraft (LEO missions) 

Frequency Range 
RF emissions limit (dBµV/m) 

imposed on spacecraft 
All frequencies 70 unless noted below 
105 MHz to 155 MHz 20 
315 MHz to 345 MHz 35 
395 MHz to 485 MHz 20 
950 MHz to 1210 MHz 30 
1500 MHz to 1700 MHz 20 
2000 MHz to 2200 MHz 20 
2200 MHz to 10 GHz 20 to 70 

 

Table 4-6 Radiated emissions limits for rideshare spacecraft (GTO missions) 

Frequency Range 
RF emissions limit (dBµV/m) 

imposed on spacecraft 
All frequencies 30 

 

4.1.9 Thermal Environments 
4.1.9.1 Pre-flight Thermal Environment 
The pre-flight thermal environment encompasses the phases from unpacking and integration within the 
integration processing facility, transportation to the launch site, and mission- and launch vehicle-specific 
encapsulated pre-flight phases.  Based on Spaceflight’s experience across multiple missions, we 
recommend all spacecraft providers design their spacecraft to survive the pre-flight environmental 
conditions stated in Table 4-7.  
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Table 4-7 Enveloping thermal environments 
Integration & Launch Site Ground Transportation Encapsulated prior to Launch1 

• Temperature: 13˚C to 30˚C 
• Relative Humidity: 30% to 65% 
• Cleanliness Class 8 (ISO 8 or 100k) 

• Temperature: 13˚C to 30˚C 
• Relative Humidity2: 0% to 65%  
• Cleanliness Class 8 (ISO 8 or 100k)3 

Note 1: This table is an example.  Certain missions may deviate from these values. 
Note 2: Many launch vehicle providers have facilities and equipment to allow the prime spacecraft to specify the 
desired humidity limits 

Note 3: Some integration facilities offer filtered air that is cleaner than Class 8. 
Pre-flight environmental conditions are further refined throughout the mission planning process and are 
officially communicated via the ICD.  Spacecraft providers can expect much tighter tolerances on these 
conditions, especially during integration and post-integration testing (microsats only) phases.   

4.1.9.2 Ascent Radiated Thermal Environment 
During ascent, spacecraft (particularly microsats) are exposed to thermal radiation from the interior walls 
of the launch vehicle fairing.  The extent to which this affects each spacecraft is a function of several 
factors: 

• Specific launch vehicle (fairing design, trajectory, etc.) 
• Location of the spacecraft within the fairing 
• Blockages/shadowing caused by adjacent structures 

In most cases, the ascent thermal environment for any given spacecraft is enveloped by the spacecraft’s 
own on-orbit thermal environment.  Unique thermal sensitivities should be provided in the spacecraft 
questionnaire.  For some missions, Spaceflight aggregates the thermal models of all rideshare spacecraft 
and flight support equipment into a single thermal model with which the launch vehicle provider is 
responsible for performing thermal analysis during the ascent phase.   

CubeSats are typically shielded by their dispenser from the ascent thermal environment and are therefore 
not significantly affected by the ascent radiated thermal environment. 

4.1.9.3 Ascent Aerothermal Environment 
Almost universally, launch vehicle fairings are jettisoned when the instantaneous aerothermal heat flux is 
1135 W/m² or less (this value corresponds to the total energy flux from the Sun).  Aerothermal heat flux 
typically drops quickly from this value while the solar flux remains constant.  Similar to the ascent radiated 
thermal environment, microsats are more exposed to this environment than are CubeSats.  Unique 
thermal sensitivities should be provided in the spacecraft questionnaire.   

4.1.9.4 On-orbit Aerothermal Environment 
For rideshare spacecraft, the on-orbit thermal environment is dominated by solar flux as well as Earth 
albedo but is also influenced by nearby rideshare spacecraft (via radiation) and flight support equipment 
(via radiation as well as via conduction through the separation system).  The duration of exposure and the 
relative sun position(s) to any one spacecraft are highly mission specific.  Spaceflight recommends that all 
rideshare spacecraft be able to survive direct solar exposure on any spacecraft face for 65 minutes 
continuously in the launch configuration.  This value covers all but continuous-sun 6am/6pm LTDN sun-
synchronous orbits; spacecraft in continuous-sun 6am/6pm LTDN sun-synchronous orbits should be able 
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to survive direct solar exposure to any spacecraft face continuously for 6 hours.  Conversely, Spaceflight 
recommends that all rideshare spacecraft be able to survive no solar exposure for several orbits in the 
event a spacecraft is shadowed until it separates.  In many cases, Spaceflight can accommodate spacecraft 
with unique thermal needs, but priority is given to primary spacecraft.  For reference, thermal analysis 
performed for previous rideshare missions has shown rideshare spacecraft temperatures often range 
from -15°C to +40°C prior to deployment, where some missions experience more extreme temperatures 
depending on the type and timing of orbital maneuvers involved.  

4.2 Rideshare Spacecraft Design Compatibility Guidelines  
The following sections describe general spacecraft guidelines for spacecraft providers to take into 
consideration when evaluating compatibility with Spaceflight’s rideshare missions.  The nature of these 
guidelines fall into three general categories: “Do No Harm” requirements, design-for-launch 
requirements, and others for safe operation at the launch site and on-orbit.  The driving philosophy for 
many of the guidelines presented in this section is “Do No Harm,” as all rideshare spacecraft are 
manifested on a ‘non-interference basis’ avoiding conflict with other rideshare and primary spacecraft 
and launch vehicle.     

4.2.1 Design Guidelines 
4.2.1.1 Spacecraft Design and Construction Constraints 
4.2.1.1.1 Separation System Interfaces 
There are many considerations that go into selection of a separation system; for example, mechanical and 
electrical interfaces, shock, keep out zones, flyaway mass, thermal emissivity, reset and reliability 
features.  Having manifested spacecraft of all shapes and sizes, Spaceflight has experience procuring, 
integrating, and deploying a wide variety of separation systems.  While capable of accommodating nearly 
any separation system, non-pyro systems that are easily resettable and do not create debris are preferred 
and permit repeatable operations during fit checks, mission systems testing, and integration operations.  
Spaceflight typically provides the separation system, separation signals, and the means to physically and 
electrically attach the separation system to the launch vehicle (bolts, fasteners, etc.).  The following 
sections provide reference to common separation system types that have flight heritage on Spaceflight 
missions.  

4.2.1.1.1.1 Microsat separation systems  
To maximize compatibility with existing missions, Spaceflight encourages spacecraft providers design to 
interface with a proven clampband type separation system like those shown in Figure 4-5.  These 
clampband separation systems are lightweight, low shock, and interface easily with existing rideshare 
adapter structures.  Separation system designs with no flight or qualification by similarity heritage pose 
significant challenges in qualification, integration, and reliability verifications and should be avoided.  Keep 
out zones, electrical interfaces, and other system specific details are provided in the mission-specific ICD.  
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Figure 4-5 Example separation systems for microsats 
 

Spacecraft providers are expected to own the interface on the spacecraft-side of the separation system 
including the interfacing threads, specification of torque values, and provision of fasteners.  Spaceflight is 
well acquainted with the six+ month lead time associated with procurement of flight separation systems; 
as such, determination of separation system is an important part of the launch contracting discussion.   

4.2.1.1.1.2 CubeSat Separation Systems and Constraints 
4.2.1.1.1.2.1 Rail-type Dispensers 
Spaceflight has a great deal of heritage in providing launch opportunities for CubeSats on a variety of 
launch vehicles and deployment systems, including spacecraft from ¼U to 12U sizes as shown in Figure 
4-6.  Rail-type spacecraft are expected to be compatible with the volume envelope described in Appendix 
C: Spaceflight CubeSat Compatibility Guideline and the specifications outlined in the CubeSat Design 
Specification (CDS) from California Polytechnic State University (Cal Poly San Luis Obispo).  While CDS 
defines permissible excursions in volume between the rails, the dispensers utilized by Spaceflight often 
permit larger excursions than CDS describes, hence the difference in volume permitted according to 
Appendix C: Spaceflight CubeSat Compatibility Guideline.  

Spaceflight requires a fit check prior to integration of flight spacecraft to ensure spacecraft design is 
compatible with dispenser interfaces and volume envelope.  Spaceflight’s integration team facilitates joint 
operation with spacecraft providers to install CubeSats into the dispenser, along the dispenser’s 
longitudinal axis while in horizontal position. The spacecraft is then constrained by four hardened 
anodized aluminum guide rails, the spring-loaded pusher plate, and the dispenser door. With the door 
closed, the dispenser interface pressure suppresses chattering or rattling of the CubeSat during 
transportation and launch. 

Mk II Motorized Lightband 
Photo credit: Planetary Systems Corporation 

PAS 381S Separation System 
Photo credit: RUAG 
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Figure 4-6 Typical CubeSat sizes 
Note that the release of CDS for 6U spacecraft defines a length longer for 6U satellites (366 mm) than the 
3U-class satellites (340.5 mm).  While standard dispenser sizes offered by Spaceflight include 
accommodation of 340.5 mm length CubeSats, the longer 366 mm variant (commonly referred to as “XL”) 
can also be accommodated upon request.   

4.2.1.1.1.2.2 Tab-type Canisterized Satellite Dispenser 
Spaceflight has significant experience utilizing an alternate CubeSat dispenser configuration which has a 
different ‘tab-type’ spacecraft interface not compatible with ‘rail-type’ CubeSats.  While tab-type 
spacecraft are not expected to follow the structural interface guidelines in the CDS, they are expected to 
follow all other CubeSat design guidelines and requirements as stated in CDS.  Tab-type spacecraft are 
expected to be compliant to Planetary Systems Corporation’s Payload Specification document (PSC 
Document #2002367). 

4.2.1.1.1.2.3 Considerations for Sub-3U spacecraft  
For spacecraft smaller than 3U, there are unique requirements that drive spacecraft-to-spacecraft contact 
and integration operations that are not covered explicitly in existing industry standards.  Separation 
switches are best positioned at the rail ‘feet’ ends such that switches will depress the same whether they 
abut a spacecraft or dispenser structural feature.  RBF and/or red tag/green tag items should be able to 
be removed before insertion into the dispenser.  Because sub-3U spacecraft need to be prepared for 
integration with their neighboring spacecraft, spacecraft developers should plan to be able to utilize 
resettable inhibit timers to prevent spacecraft operation should a particular integration operation not be 
completed in the time allotted.   

4.2.1.1.2 Material Selection and Outgassing Considerations 
Spaceflight recommends utilizing materials that comply with NASA-STD-6016, Standard Materials and 
Processes Requirements for Spacecraft.  Non-alloyed tin, mercury, zinc, cadmium, and beryllium are 
prohibited and are not to be used in the spacecraft design.    

In order to prevent outgassing and reduce contamination of flight hardware, spacecraft designers are 
expected to use materials that, when exposed to a vacuum environment, will not exceed a Total Mass 
Loss (TML) of 1.0% and Collected Volatile Condensable Materials (CVCM) of 0.1% when tested on a 
component basis per ASTM E595 or an equivalent method. 

4.2.1.1.3 Coordinate System Definitions 
In order to ensure clear transmission of mechanical properties from spacecraft provider to Spaceflight’s 
engineering team, spacecraft designers are encouraged to orient spacecraft coordinate systems in 

1U       2U            3U     6U     12U 
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deliverables to Spaceflight with those of the deployment system being used.  This helps provide data in 
the same reference frame as Spaceflight uses, reducing possibilities for error by removing the need to 
translate between coordinate systems.  

4.2.1.1.4 Volumetric and Mass Envelopes 
A spacecraft’s form factor (in its launch configuration) and mass are two important characteristics 
necessary to determine a spacecraft’s compatibility with a given launch opportunity.  Spaceflight 
encourages spacecraft designers to very carefully consider form factors early on, as design decisions at in 
early phases can significantly impact the number of compatible launch opportunities.  Spaceflight helps 
spacecraft providers understand the implications of spacecraft shape and mass characteristics early on in 
the launch selection process.  Utilizing existing standard interface sizes is encouraged: some examples are 
the CubeSat Design Specification from Cal Poly, the ESPA User’s Guide from Moog, and the Launch Unit 
from Aerospace Corporation.  

Typical volumes and masses for rideshare class spacecraft are summarized in Table 4-8 below, though 
other accommodations may be available.  Volume limitations are dependent upon the size of the 
neighboring structures, spacecraft, and fairing size.  Contact Spaceflight with any inquiries regarding 
spacecraft accommodations on rideshare missions.   

Table 4-8 Spaceflight rideshare satellite class categories  
  CubeSats  Microsats  
  3U 6U 12U 

  

Mass (kg)   5 10 20  50 100 150 200 300 
Length (cm)   34.05 34.05 34.05 

 
80 100 100 100 125 

Height/Dia (cm)   10 10 22.63 
 

40 50 60 80 100 
Width (cm)   10 22.63 22.63 

 
40 50 60 80 100 

 

The spacecraft provider is expected to conform to the mass-carrying constraints of the separation system 
and rideshare structure(s) once selected.  Spaceflight can help identify the center of mass constraints for 
separation systems not readily available on the public domain; rail-based CubeSats should adhere to CDS’s 
center of gravity guidelines, and tab-based spacecraft should adhere to Planetary Systems Corporation’s 
Payload Specification document #2002367.  Microsats with center of mass both aligned with the axis of 
symmetry of the separation system and located as close to the separation system interface as reasonably 
possible will have the widest selection of separation system options.  Spacecraft providers are expected 
to define uncertainties associated with any mass properties provided.      

4.2.1.1.5 Orbit Disposal Guideline 
All Spacecraft are expected to comply with the Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination Committee (IADC) 
Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines for space debris, which states that small satellites in LEO should re-
enter the atmosphere within 25 years from end of mission and geosynchronous spacecraft should 
maneuver far enough away from GEO so as not to cause interference with other craft still in geostationary 
orbit.  Spacecraft are required to comply with the governing regulations as imposed by the certifying 
bodies for their operational licenses (e.g., FCC, spacecraft provider national agency or administration), 
and are encouraged to adhere to the IADC Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines as good stewards of the 
space environment.  Mass simulators must be designed for demise upon re-entry.      

http://www.planetarysystemscorp.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/2002367F-Payload-Spec-for-3U-6U-12U.pdf
https://www.iadc-online.org/Documents/IADC-2002-01,%20IADC%20Space%20Debris%20Guidelines,%20Revision%201.pdf
https://www.iadc-online.org/Documents/IADC-2002-01,%20IADC%20Space%20Debris%20Guidelines,%20Revision%201.pdf
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4.2.1.1.6 Safety and Hazard Documentation 
Spacecraft providers are expected to provide a safety submission package prior to launch that includes 
detailed technical data on all hazardous items including drawings, schematics, and integration & handling 
procedures. A safety submission template is provided by Spaceflight after the mission is identified and 
launch contract is signed.  This safety documentation is required by the launch vehicle provider as part of 
obtaining launch approvals by Range Safety at the launch range.  

Spaceflight is required to provide a certificate of compliance from the spacecraft provider asserting that 
the spacecraft hazardous systems and procedures (batteries, pressure vessels, propulsion systems, GSE, 
lifting, fueling, and integration procedures, etc.) meet all transportation and Range Safety requirements, 
or that appropriate requiring tailoring and/or waivers have been obtained.  An example of conservative 
Range Safety requirements for use at government-run US launch ranges is the Air Force Space Command 
Manual (AFSPCMAN) 91-710.  Ground support equipment is to be designed such that no personnel or 
equipment is endangered during integration operations (e.g. no work is to be performed under suspended 
load, fueling vent lines are routed appropriately).       

4.2.1.1.7 Pressurized Systems 
Design and verification of spacecraft pressurized systems and components are expected to be in 
accordance with aerospace industry guidelines, such as AFSPCMAN 91-710, and must preclude 
inadvertent operation. The design is expected to protect personnel and hardware from damage due to 
pressure system failure before launch and protect the launch system and primary spacecraft from 
pressure system failure during flight. Documentation of any pressurized systems design and safety 
verification is required of the spacecraft provider to support regulatory agency and range safety 
approvals.  To ensure maximum compatibility across launch vehicles and launch ranges, any propulsion 
systems are expected to be designed, integrated, and tested in accordance with all applicable 
transportation and Range Safety requirements. 

4.2.1.1.8 Actuated / Energetic Systems 
Spacecraft actuation and other energetic systems for spacecraft propulsion, separation, and mechanical 
systems are expected to be designed in accordance with aerospace industry guidelines, such as 
AFSPCMAN 91-710, and must preclude inadvertent operation when subjected to the environments 
mentioned in this guide during pre-launch and launch operations. Documentation of any actuation and 
other energetic systems design and safety verification is required of the spacecraft provider to support 
regulatory and range safety approvals.  To ensure maximum compatibility, any actuated or energetic 
systems are expected to be designed, integrated, and tested in accordance with all applicable 
transportation and Range Safety requirements.  Depending on the classification of hazard resulting from 
possible failure modes, the number of inhibits required for energetic systems varies but is typically no less 
than two (single fault tolerant).  An inhibit diagram is shown in Figure 4-7 below which illustrates dual 
fault tolerance to inadvertent powered operations.    
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Figure 4-7 Inhibit diagram example 

Batteries should be tested in accordance with UN Dangerous Goods Regulations Manual of Tests and 
Criteria in order to be compatible with transportation regulations.  These regulations stipulate that testing 
performed at the cell level is advantageous, but testing must also be performed on the flight battery 
configuration (where a battery may consist of multiple cells).  A typical test regime for lithium ion batteries 
is laid out in UN §38.3 (cross referenced from US Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Title 49 § 173.185).      

4.2.1.1.9 Electrical Systems Guidelines 
The spacecraft electrical system is expected to be powered off from the time the spacecraft is integrated 
through on-orbit deployment during launch to prevent the spacecraft from inadvertently activating any 
powered functions.  For spacecraft that require charging, telemetry, or other services once integrated, 
the spacecraft is generally recommended to utilize contacts in the separation connector(s) of the 
separation system chosen and timing of the battery charging must be coordinated with Spaceflight’s 
integration team in advance to de-conflict with other integration operations. 

In order to comply with Range Safety requirements, spacecraft must demonstrate the existence of 
spacecraft design inhibits that prevent inadvertent spacecraft operations that could result in a hazard to 
personnel or property. These inhibit features prevent post-separation mechanical deployments, non-
propulsive maneuvers, propulsive maneuvers, and RF operations from the time of integration until 30 
minutes after deployment, where the number of inhibits is dependent upon the nature of the hazards 
that result from inadvertent operations.  Typically, spacecraft are required to have, at a minimum, two 
independent (single fault tolerant) deployment switches that when actuated electrically disconnect the 
power system from the powered functions.  Mechanical deployments designed to occur less than 30 
minutes after separation may be permissible and should be discussed with Spaceflight when identifying a 
launch opportunity.  A timer is not considered an inhibit for the purposes of meeting the fault tolerant 
inhibit requirement.  In the event deployment switches are toggled from the actuated state and back, the 
timer that controls spacecraft activation is expected to be resettable to t = 0 seconds (i.e. no latching 
switches).  All spacecraft are expected to be electrically grounded through physical contact with their 
separation system, though no significant currents are permitted through this ground path.   

4.2.1.1.10 Mass Simulator Requirements 
Spaceflight requires rideshare spacecraft providers to supply a mass simulator that matches their 
spacecraft mass, center of mass, modal frequencies, structural interfaces, and is no larger than the 
spacecraft’s approximate volumetric envelope.  Spaceflight uses mass simulators to preserve payload 
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configuration dynamics in the event a spacecraft is not fit for flight at the time of integration, where 
example mass simulator shapes are shown in Figure 4-8.  If the mass simulator is to be placed into orbit, 
the mass simulator design must take orbit disposal guidelines into consideration as well; Spaceflight 
prefers to avoid use of mass simulators where possible.  Spacecraft providers should deliver mass 
simulators along with the spacecraft to the integration site in the event there is issue with the flight 
spacecraft.  As such, mass simulators must adhere to the same contamination requirements as the 
spacecraft in the case of their use for flight.  

    

Figure 4-8 Typical CubeSat mass simulator (left), microsat mass simulator (right) 

4.2.1.1.11 Contamination 
Spacecraft provider hardware (flight or non-flight) entering the integration facility cleanroom is expected 
to be cleaned and inspected per the SN-C-0005 VC (Visibly Clean) as a minimum standard of cleanliness.  
Mission-specific requirements may be more stringent than VC depending on the nature of the payloads 
included.   

The spacecraft provider is expected to perform a bakeout of all flight hardware at the minimum levels 
required per ASTM E2900 Method A or equivalent standard.  Typical minimum bakeout levels are 
expected to meet or exceed 60°C for duration applicable to spacecraft size with a maximum chamber 
pressure of 1x10-5 torr.  

4.2.1.1.12 Electrical and Mechanical Ground Support Equipment  
The spacecraft provider is expected to provide any spacecraft-unique GSE necessary to support 
integration operations. Spacecraft provider-supplied GSE must meet the safety requirements passed 
down from the launch provider and range safety as indicated in the mission-specific ICD.  Spacecraft-
unique GSE is expected to accommodate components and personnel access to spacecraft, separation 
system, and adapters (as applicable) during integration.  The spacecraft provider is also expected to 
provide all consumables, propellant, and/or pressurant required for integration activities not included in 
the standard service. 

4.2.1.1.13 Propulsion Systems and Documentation 
Electric propulsion, low pressure systems, non-toxic gasses, water-based, and green propellants (i.e. AF-
M315E) propulsion systems are most easily accommodated on rideshare missions with coordination from 
launch providers and range safety.  Highly-toxic propellant fueling operations (i.e. hydrazine), while 
possible to accommodate as an optional service, are discouraged for rideshare as they significantly 
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increase workload for range safety and integration deliverables, thereby severely limiting compatibility 
across launch opportunities.  Spacecraft providers are expected to provide thorough fueling procedures 
as a part of range safety hazard documentation.   

4.2.1.1.14 Modal Guidelines 
Spacecraft are expected to have a first fundamental frequency in accordance with the table below.  In 
cases where spacecraft do not initially comply with these guidelines, Spaceflight works in coordination 
with the launch vehicle provider to evaluate compatibility of specific spacecraft responses with other flight 
structure behavior.   

Table 4-9 First fundamental frequency 

Spacecraft Mass Class 

 
Recommended 

Minimum  
Frequency of First 

Mode 
All CubeSats >150 Hz 
25 kg to 60 kg >115 Hz 
60 kg to 200 kg >90 Hz 
200 kg to 400 kg >60 Hz 
400 kg and higher >30 Hz 

 
4.2.1.1.15 Mission Environments 
Spacecraft must be structurally verified against the mission environments described in Section 4.1 or less 
conservative mission-specific environments with appropriate test factors according to the test 
methodology chosen.  Refer to the General Environmental Verification Standard (GSFC-STD-7000, ‘GEVS’, 
latest revision) Table 2.2-2 Test Factors/Durations to find standard test factors for a given testing 
approach.   

4.2.1.1.16 Separation Confirmation 
While there are many methods of confirming spacecraft separation on orbit, Spaceflight recommends 
spacecraft providers utilize a dual fault tolerant configuration of separation switches such that the 
spacecraft is, at a minimum, compatible with the separation system chosen.  For microsats, Spaceflight 
typically offers both separation switches and separation connector loopbacks for spacecraft providers to 
utilize in designing a means of separation confirmation for the spacecraft, where one or both approaches 
may be employed.  For CubeSats, Spaceflight expects spacecraft providers to design in compliance with 
CDS and recommends using switches embedded into the rails on the -Z rail ends to ensure clean contact 
with internal dispenser features and/or adjacent spacecraft.  The Spaceflight-provided separation system 
provides means for separation confirmation.   
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Figure 4-9 Separation switch design (best practice for rideshare compatibility) 

4.2.2 Spacecraft Verifications 
For the ease of assessing requirements compatibility with the wide variety of spacecraft development 
methods used around the globe, rather than require a specific process or method for each individual 
requirement, it is the spacecraft provider’s responsibility to prove their design is compliant to launch 
environments and all other requirements in Spaceflight’s mission-specific ICD.  This permits each 
spacecraft provider to leverage their individual approach to demonstrate the spacecraft meet the mission 
requirements.  Ultimately, through a structural verification report and safety package (including ground 
operations plan), all spacecraft providers demonstrate that their spacecraft will do no harm to any 
hardware, personnel, or processes during integration, launch, and deployment.   

Table 4-10 includes description of test, analyses, and other operations typically conducted by spacecraft 
providers to demonstrate spacecraft comply with rideshare requirements. 

Table 4-10 Typical verification artifacts  
 

Test, Analysis, or Procedure Type Purpose 
1. Environmental tests  

(both qualification and acceptance) 

Verify spacecraft is mechanically fit for flight 

a. Quasi-static acceleration 
b. Sinusoidal vibration (if applicable) 
c. Random vibration  
d. Shock (if applicable) 
e. Thermal (if applicable) 

2. Battery certification tests  Verify compliance to safety and transportation 
requirements 

3. Electrical acceptance test Verify functionality of inhibit design 

4. EMI/EMC radiation emissivity & susceptibility tests Verify spacecraft is compliant with RF environments 

5. Cleanliness inspection Verify equipment meets cleanliness requirements 

6. Vacuum bakeout procedure Verify outgassing hazards are minimized 

7. Proof load of MGSE (if used at integration facility) Verify MGSE design against Range Safety requirements 

8. Separation system fit check & integration dry-run Verify compatibility of spacecraft and GSE to sep 
system and other flight support equipment 
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5 Planning Your Launch Campaign 
In planning your launch campaign, most parameters for success are defined according the SOW and ICD 
though there are many supplementary details that are needed to execute a successful integration and 
launch campaign.  As the launch draws closer, Spaceflight coordinates with spacecraft providers to refine 
the specifics of upcoming logistics operations, available facilities and support equipment, plans and 
procedures for both standalone and joint integration operations, as well as what to expect during ground 
and flight operations.  No matter how simple or complex your integration campaign is expected to be, 
Spaceflight can help you prepare and execute a successful launch campaign.  

5.1 Logistics and Spacecraft Transportation 
While each launch contract defines the specific roles and responsibilities for each party, Spaceflight 
generally provides any transportation that is required following the integration of the spacecraft to the 
separation system and/or flight hardware.  Examples include shipment from Spaceflight’s integration 
facility in Auburn, Washington to the launch site, transportations at the launch site during vehicle 
integrations, and so on.  Spaceflight also provides logistics support to spacecraft providers who require 
assistance navigating the transportation regulations of the country to which they are shipping.  Spaceflight 
also coordinates shipment of any Spaceflight-owned hardware needed by the spacecraft provider (i.e. 
separation system loaned for fit check, separation switches to be incorporated into spacecraft).   

Spacecraft providers are expected to arrange for transport of the spacecraft from the spacecraft 
provider’s facility to the designated integration site.  All spacecraft and GSE transportation are subject to 
the relevant transportation regulations which apply to the route and means of transport.  As described in 
the mission management process, spacecraft providers are expected to fully describe the hazards which 
exist in their shipment and demonstrate compliance to relevant testing standards in order to ensure safe 
transit despite changes in temperature, pressure, vibration, or other transit environment.  International 
shipments are often governed by the International Air Transportation Association (IATA) codes as well as 
the policies of the specific carrier, while domestic shipments inside the United States are often governed 
by the US Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Title 49 regarding the Department of Transportation (DOT) 
codes.   

While there may be many hazards present in a shipment, two particular hazards present in spacecraft 
shipments can cause logistical challenges: propulsion systems and batteries.  Spaceflight is experienced in 
helping spacecraft providers navigate these challenges by clarifying which regulations apply, by offering 
guidance for what to do in an instance of non-compliance, and by ensuring the right preparations have 
been made to clear shipments.  Regarding certification of batteries for transport, both IATA and DOT 
regulations point to United Nations Transportation of Dangerous Goods Manual of Tests and Criteria, 
where Section 38.3 lays out testing criteria specifically for lithium ion batteries.  It is best practice to ensure 
any batteries included in spacecraft provider shipments, or to be later included in Spaceflight shipments, 
be tested according to UN 38.3 so as to not require long-lead special permits from transportation 
organizations.  Note that custom batteries comprised of battery cells tested to UN 38.3 do NOT make the 
battery UN 38.8 compliant.  The entire battery assembly must be tested to UN 38.3 standards or a 
competent authority waiver must be granted.  Similar thought processes apply to any pressure vessels 
and fuels included in spacecraft provider shipments.  Ultimately, it is the spacecraft provider’s 
responsibility to determine the appropriate regulations applicable in your local jurisdiction and to your 
shipment.    
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Upon spacecraft arrival at the integration facility, the spacecraft provider is expected to have a 
representative perform a post-transportation inspection and any final checkouts prior to proceeding with 
integration activities. Following the completion of standalone and joint integration activities, Spaceflight 
arranges for transport of integrated payload assemblies to the payload processing facility for integration 
to the launch vehicle.  While spacecraft are Spaceflight’s possession following integration, integrated 
spacecraft are handled and stored in the Class 100,000 processing area until it is placed in the shipping 
container.  In instances where integrated spacecraft are shipped by Spaceflight, the payload assemblies 
are bagged to maintain cleanliness and crated within an environmentally controlled shipping container. 
For large shipments, the shipping container may be instrumented to monitor environmental conditions 
throughout the period of transport. The mode of transport is dependent upon the final destination, but 
often involves cargo air transport and tractor-trailers with air-ride suspension systems.  Spacecraft 
providers are expected to arrange transport for any spacecraft-specific containers (including GSE) both to 
and from the designated integration site.     

5.2 Facilities and Ground Support Equipment 
Spaceflight utilizes numerous integration facilities in the execution of missions across our family of launch 
vehicles.  To simplify operations, Spaceflight typically integrates spacecraft at its Auburn Integration 
Processing Facility in the greater Seattle area unless the integration plan dictates otherwise.  In addition 
to Seattle-based integration activities, Spaceflight regularly conducts integration activities in launch site 
facilities around the world.  

5.2.1 Auburn Integration Processing Facility 
The primary integration processing facility operated by Spaceflight is in Auburn, Washington and is 
referred to as such (“Auburn”).  The 790 m2 (8500 square foot) facility, as shown in Figure 5-1, consists of 
office space, high bay staging areas, gowning room, airlock, cleanroom, and all tools and equipment 
necessary to integrate spacecraft.  The high bay staging area contains material handling equipment 
including fork lifts, pallet jacks, dollies, and 2-ton mobile gantry crane for use during crating/uncrating 
activities. The main cleanroom is ISO 8 certified (Class 100,000), contains a 3-ton gantry crane with 6.8 m 
hook height, and provides power and grounding services.  Customer office and conference areas are made 
available during the spacecraft integration period, equipped with an LCD TV, white board, Wi-Fi, 
printer/copier, and landline with a speakerphone.   

Table 5-1  Auburn integration facility quick facts 
Resource Description 

Office space 152 m2 (1640 ft2) fully furnished with kitchen 
High bay staging area 636 m2 (6852 ft2) with 2-ton gantry crane,  
Main cleanroom 110 m2 (1185 ft2) with 3-ton gantry crane, 6.8 m hook height 
Main airlock 22 m2 (238 ft2) with a 4.6m wide door 
Mobile clean tent 18.5 m2 capable of Class 100,000 or less regardless of setup location 
Power  120V 60 Hz and 240V 60 Hz services available 
Workspace 1.8 x 1 m work benches with ESD surface, personal ESD plugs, and 

grounding bars 
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Figure 5-1 Auburn integration processing facility layout 
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Figure 5-2 Main cleanroom  

 
Figure 5-3 Airlock 

5.2.1.1 Processing Facility Security 
Spaceflight has comprehensive security plans in place that cover visitor protocol, facility controls, network 
and information systems protection, onsite security, and contingency situations and are tailored for the 
needs of specific integration campaigns.  Spaceflight’s facilities are equipped with 24-hour video services 
to monitor and record activities during active launch campaigns for security reasons and for use as a 
verification tool as part of the mission assurance process.  Access to the facility during and after hours is 
controlled by badge access keycards, and all entry is logged.   
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Should spacecraft providers have specific requirements for video or still photo documentation, the 
spacecraft provider is expected to provide a photography plan to Spaceflight prior to integration that 
outlines the content to be captured, roles and responsibilities, and provides any equipment beyond that 
provided by Spaceflight.   

5.2.1.2 Spacecraft Work Cell Provisions 
Spaceflight typically subdivides the larger cleanroom space into individual work cells for spacecraft 
providers, ensuring that all providers have access to the resources identified in each team’s integration 
plans and procedures.   

5.2.1.3 Processing Facility Common Resources 
Spaceflight provides numerous common resources which spacecraft providers can expect to utilize in 
support of their integration activities.  These resources include the following:  

• ESD wrist straps 
• Cleanroom smocks for up to 4 spacecraft provider personnel 
• Standard tool kit including mirror, flashlight, basic fastener drivers and pliers, spudgers, tweezers 
• Compressed air 
• Handling carts 
• Measurement scales 
• Strap ties for shipping 
• 120 VAC 60 Hz NEMA 5-20R provided on multiple 20 Amp circuits compatible with NEMA 5-20 

and 5-15 plugs  
• 208 VAC 60 Hz 3-phase NEMA L15-30R outlet provided on three independent 30 Amp circuits.  

 
Spaceflight also provides the following consumables for use: 

• Kimwipes and swabbing materials 
• Isopropyl alcohol 
• Clean room shoe covers 
• Hair and facial covers 
• Kapton Tape 
• Bubble wrap and packing supplies 

 
5.2.1.3.1 Processing Facility ESD Protective Equipment 
The Spaceflight integration processing facility is equipped with wall-mounted grounding bars, as shown in 
Figure 5-4, connected to the facility ground.  Spaceflight provides grounding cables from wall grounding 
bars to workspaces, and grounding receptacles on the work tables for connecting equipment and 
personnel ESD wrist straps.  Spaceflight requires the use of grounding protection when handling any 
Spaceflight-owned flight hardware.  

 
Figure 5-4 Cleanroom grounding bar 
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5.2.2 Launch Site Facilities 
Spaceflight utilizes a variety of launch sites around the world to service orbits, from polar to equatorial.  
Figure 5-5 illustrates many of the active and planned launch sites for Spaceflight operations. 

 

Figure 5-5  Launch site reference for Spaceflight operations 

Every launch site has its own documentation and facility layout, which Spaceflight provides on a mission 
specific-basis to describe the launch site capabilities and environmental information.  In general, launch 
sites provide the following: 

• Shipping and receiving airlock for cleanroom access 
• Class 100,000 (ISO 8) cleanroom for spacecraft processing 
• Humidity and temperature control 
• Facility bridge crane 
• Up to 480 Vac, three phase power, although 120 Vac single phase is commonly provided.  It is 

typical to expect 60 Hz power in the US and 50 Hz elsewhere. 
• Hypergolic fueling facility (the fuel and fueling is normally provided by a spacecraft provider-

supplied contractor, not the launch service provider) 
• Material handling equipment (forklifts, trucks, carts) 
• Internet and telephone connections 
• Reusable or disposable cleanroom garments 
• Tables, desks, chairs in customer office area 
• Facility security 
• Safety equipment where necessary, not including personal protective gear which should be 

provided by individual 
 

As a part of the integration planning process, Spaceflight conveys to spacecraft providers the mission-
specific schedule of events, allocation of customer-specific integration space, and any limitations for 
personnel present at the launch site.  Typically, for spacecraft being processed at Spaceflight facilities, no 
more than four spacecraft provider personnel are expected to be in the cleanroom at a time.  For those 
spacecraft with operations at the launch site, no more than 10 spacecraft provider personnel are 

 Legend: Active 

Planned  Map data: Google 
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permitted in the payload processing facility (PPF) at a time, where no more than five of those spacecraft 
provider personnel are permitted in the cleanroom at a time.   

Given the complexity of coordinating many rideshare spacecraft in an integration facility, Spaceflight 
expects that individual spacecraft provider integration activities may take up no more than 3 x 3 m (10’ x 
10’) floor space.  A similar maximum is applied to the storage footprint of spacecraft provider shipping 
crates in environmentally controlled warehouse space.  Where necessary, Spaceflight may install visual 
barriers to provide security and/or to cordon export sensitive contents.     

5.2.3 Ground Support Equipment 
Spaceflight has a number of generic spacecraft mechanical GSE to support installation of separation 
systems, transition rings, spacecraft breakover, and installation to rideshare adapters.  Spacecraft 
providers may plan to utilize Spaceflight generic GSE through coordination with their mission manager.  
The spacecraft provider is expected to supply any spacecraft-specific GSE as well as any ground handling 
equipment unique to the spacecraft provider’s packaging and handling. Rigging items such as slings, hoist 
rings, and shackles are required to have current certification. Spaceflight provides one hook for use during 
satellite processing.  

5.2.3.1 Payload Breakover Cart 
The Payload Breakover Cart facilitates the rotation of spacecraft 90 degrees to support integration of the 
spacecraft to primary rideshare structure.  The Payload Breakover Cart supports horizontal or vertical 
integration of a maximum spacecraft mass of 300 kg with CG located 50 cm from the interface plane and 
all other smaller combinations thereof. The Payload Breakover Cart supports break-over with no sudden 
stops. 

 

 

Figure 5-6 Payload Breakover Cart 
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5.2.3.2 ESPA Handling Cart 
Spaceflight has multiple ESPA Handling Carts to support EELV-sized rideshare adapters during integration 
of rideshare spacecraft.  With a 1575 mm diameter interface, the ESPA Handling Cart attaches to common 
rideshare structures such as CSA Moog’s ESPA, Airbus’s Hub and MPC, and appropriately sized conical 
adapters, supporting masses of more than 5000 kg with locking wheels, leveling indicators, and ground 
straps.   

 
Figure 5-7 ESPA handling cart 

 

5.3 Operations 
From the time of spacecraft delivery up through contact on orbit, operations are guided by a set of 
processes and procedures developed jointly by Spaceflight and spacecraft providers that clearly outline 
the activities to be performed by all parties.  In the months leading up to spacecraft delivery, Spaceflight 
works with spacecraft providers to review and refine the integration schedule, the procedures for joint 
and standalone processing, constraints and timing of ground operations, and, finally, what to expect for 
flight operations.   

5.3.1 Launch Campaign Duration 
The facilities utilized during the joint-operations portion of the campaign are dependent upon the type of 
spacecraft and mission: some take place exclusively at Spaceflight facilities, some occur exclusively at the 
launch site, and others include a combination of the two.  The launch contracts define delivery date for 
spacecraft, mass simulators, and supporting GSE to the integration facility, where the delivery date’s lead 
time ahead of launch is dependent upon the scale and complexity of operations occurring for the 
rideshare mission.  While delivery dates may vary by mission, Spaceflight typically expects spacecraft 
providers to deliver to the integration facility at L-60 days for CubeSats, and L-45 days for microsats.  The 
length of an individual spacecraft’s integration campaign is primarily driven by standalone processing 
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timelines, where spacecraft are expected to unpack, perform checkouts, fueling, battery charging, and 
installation to the separation system within the allotted time period for integration.  For CubeSats, 
integration typically occurs within a four-hour period on the appointed day of integration.  For microsats, 
typical integration operations are expected to take no more than 15 days and involve no more than four 
spacecraft provider personnel in the PPF at a time.  Final access to spacecraft at the launch site is typically 
around L-15 days.    

In order to design a robust integration process capable of being executed in any integration environment, 
it is best to plan for minimal time and space available at the integration site.  Simplifying processes and 
operations during times of joint operations helps to ensure the efficient execution of integration activities 
leading up to encapsulation.  Spacecraft providers often plan on performing activities at the launch site 
including, but not limited to: receiving inspection, spacecraft functions check, RF check, payload check, 
fueling, battery charging, final cleaning, integration (joint operation with Spaceflight), final Remove-
Before-Flight / Apply-Before-Flight items.  Long duration testing and spacecraft assembly are not 
encouraged at the processing facility.     

Spaceflight facilities are available between 8am-6pm Pacific Time Monday through Friday and additionally 
as needed to support mission critical operations. If extended hours are requested by either team, 
Spaceflight and the spacecraft provider teams work to coordinate extended support.  Launch site hours 
are subject to launch vehicle provider confirmation. 

5.3.2 Integration Operations   
5.3.2.1 Standalone Operations 
In general, Spaceflight’s role is to support spacecraft providers in executing well documented and 
previously rehearsed setup, checkout, and integration operations.  Leading up to the integration 
campaign, Spaceflight conducts a spacecraft and mission readiness review which covers all entry criteria 
to begin spacecraft shipments and includes a review of all integration facility and equipment which is to 
be provided by Spaceflight.  As a part of the Range Safety Review described in Section 3.1.7, spacecraft 
providers are expected to prepare procedures for any hazardous operations (i.e. lifts, pressurization and 
fueling, RF testing, etc.) that are subject to review by Spaceflight and the Range Safety team.  During the 
integration campaign, Spacecraft providers are expected to communicate the upcoming plans for any 
standalone operation requiring Spaceflight or launch provider support on a daily basis.  Those standalone 
material handling equipment operations and facility clears for safety are expected to be conducted by 
Spaceflight or the launch provider with coordination of the spacecraft provider.   

5.3.2.2 Joint Spaceflight-Spacecraft Provider Operations and Integration 
Spaceflight and the spacecraft provider team typically perform joint operations for the following types 
activities:  

• The mate of spacecraft to separation system 
• The installation of spacecraft to rideshare adapter, including mating of separation connector and 

setting of separation switches (as applicable) 
 
Spacecraft provider involvement in the integration activity is generally a function of the spacecraft 
complexity.  Spaceflight conducts the integration activity with spacecraft provider observation, tests the 
separation circuit continuity, and involves the relevant spacecraft provider team when manipulating 
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spacecraft.  Once a spacecraft is mated to its separation system, the separation system interface is used 
to manipulate the integrated spacecraft for attachment to the rideshare adapter, thereby avoiding any 
need for Spaceflight to directly interface with the spacecraft after separation system integration.   

Spacecraft providers are expected to be present any time a spacecraft is to be handled prior to and during 
joint operations.  For satellites with greater complexity, spacecraft provider personnel are also expected 
to be present when Spaceflight performs the integration to the rideshare adapter under spacecraft 
provider observation. If provisions were made for connections to the spacecraft after integration, the 
spacecraft provider may run health status checks and conduct battery charging using spacecraft provider 
supplied GSE until last access which may occur at payload fairing encapsulation or later.    

5.3.2.3 Final Integration and Handoff to Launch Vehicle Provider 
All preliminary integration activities must be complete to permit shipment to the launch site, typically 
occurring no later than L-45 days.  The final integration process takes place in a controlled facility on or 
near the launch site.  Prior to handoff to the launch vehicle provider, Spaceflight conducts a series of 
continuity checks ensuring the proper functioning of Spaceflight systems. When the mission design 
dictates that Spaceflight sends separation signals to separation systems instead of the launch vehicle 
provider, a Mission Simulation Test (MST) is typically conducted to test Spaceflight hardware and 
separation systems in the loop, and to verify the mission deployment timeline.  The timing of the MST 
depends on the complexity of the mission, and, if not having already occurred in Spaceflight’s integration 
facility, is completed during final integration.  Umbilical charging capability is highly encouraged for 
spacecraft with batteries or payloads that cannot maintain reliability longer than 60 days without power.  
The integrated rideshare payloads are then mated with the prime satellite and/or launch vehicle’s upper 
stage. Finally, the payload assembly is encapsulated within a payload fairing. Upon completion of the 
integration process, the launch vehicle provider team prepares the Launch Vehicle (LV) for launch 
(attachment of fairing to LV, fueling, transit to launch pad, etc.).   

5.3.3 Launch Operations 
Typically, spacecraft are powered off while integrated and no spacecraft provider participation is expected 
until the spacecraft are deployed on orbit.  If applicable, microsats served by umbilical may perform top-
off battery charging up to L-2 days.  Launch readiness approval is received via a Launch Readiness Review 
(LRR) held 24 hours before launch.  Due to the timing of integration completion for rideshare microsat 
spacecraft around 15 days before launch, most rideshare spacecraft teams enjoy live launch viewing via 
livestream after having returned home (though not all launch vehicle providers offer this service).  Prior 
to the launch, spacecraft providers can ask Spaceflight to provide specific timing of launch window(s), 
latest estimated injection orbit parameters, deployment timing, and separation confirmation timing prior 
to launch.   

5.3.4 Flight Operations 
Once the launch vehicle is in flight, a coordinated series of events occurs to successfully deploy rideshare 
spacecraft on orbit.  Telemetry from the vehicle confirms performance in relation to predicted insertion, 
while visual confirmation (onboard and later from data relay) often accompanies onboard telemetry.  
Depending on the mission type, relevant flight operations may take anywhere between five minutes and 
8 hours.  During deployments, the LV and/or free flyer may perform a series of attitude control maneuvers 
to control deployment directions and reduce potential for spacecraft collision.  Confirmation of separation 
is dependent upon how soon the vehicle passes over a ground station following the deployment event, 
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and as such is available typically within 120 minutes following command of separation.  Spacecraft teams 
should expect to begin listening for spacecraft transmissions immediately following deployment as this is 
often the first indication that the spacecraft has been separated successfully.  Rideshare spacecraft 
separation systems may receive separation signals directly from the LV or from integrated sequencers.  
Due to limitations in the number of separation signals available from the LV, Spaceflight often 
incorporates avionics, including sequencers either integrated to the LV or as a part of a free-flying 
structure that is deployed from the LV and to later perform subsequent deployments.   

Following deployment, rideshare spacecraft are expected to delay powered operations, mechanical 
deployments, and propulsive maneuvers for a minimum of 30 minutes following separation from the 
vehicle to avoid any undesirable interference, conjunction, or contamination of the neighboring 
spacecraft. Once all spacecraft deployments have occurred, the upper stage of the LV typically performs 
a Contamination Collision Avoidance Maneuver (CCAM) which propels the stage away from spacecraft, 
both avoiding contamination of dispensed satellites and leaving the stage in a safe state as it deorbits.  

Following launch completion, the launch vehicle provider performs a post-flight analysis to verify launch 
vehicle performance from flight data. The post-flight analysis includes an assessment of injection accuracy 
and spacecraft separation attitudes. It may also include payload environmental data, including 
temperature, pressure, shock, acoustic, or other data depending on sensor use and extent of 
instrumentation. The post-flight information relevant to rideshare spacecraft is made available for 
verification activities to the extent that this data is delivered to Spaceflight.  

The exact mission timeline varies from mission to mission, but generally follows the same pattern of 
events.  Those events, illustrated in Figure 5-8, consist of vehicle launch, upper stage deployment of 
spacecraft and/or free flyers, downlink of state vector, separation confirmation, telemetry from LV, relay 
of on-orbit data to Spaceflight launch control, and delivery of relevant data to spacecraft providers.   

 
Figure 5-8 Launch operations sequence of events 
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Appendix A: Acronyms and Abbreviations 
 

AFSPCMAN Air Force Space Command Manual 
CAD Computer-Aided Design 
CCAM Contamination and Collision Avoidance Maneuver 
CDR Critical Design Review 
CDS CubeSat Design Specification 
CFR Code of Federal Regulations 
CLA 
CVCM 

Coupled Loads Analysis 
Collected Volatile Condensable Materials 

DOT Department of Transportation (of the United States) 
EAR Export Administration Regulations 
EELV Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle 
EGSE Electrical Ground Support Equipment 
EMC Electromagnetic Compatibility 
EMI Electromagnetic Interference 
ESPA EELV Secondary Payload Adapter 
FCC Federal Communications Commission 
FEM Finite Element Model 
GEVS General Environmental Verification Specification 
GSE Ground Support Equipment 
IADC Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination Committee 
IATA International Air Transportation Association 
ICD Interface Control Document 
ISO International Organization for Standardization 
ITAR International Traffic in Arms Regulations   
LEO Low Earth Orbit 
LOA Letter of Agreement 
LRR Launch Readiness Review 
LSA Launch Service Agreement 
LV Launch Vehicle 
MGSE Mechanical Ground Support Equipment 
MST Mission Simulation Test 
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
POC Point of Contact 
PPF Payload Processing Facility 
PSC Planetary Systems Corporation 
QMS Quality Management System 
RBF Remove Before Flight 
RF Radio Frequency 
SOW Statement of Work 
TML Total Mass Loss 
VC Visibly Clean 



 
 

 

Appendix B: Technical References 
Reference Doc Number Rev Location 

Air Force Space Command Manual 
(AFSPCMAN) 91-710 

AFSPCMAN 91-
710 - 

https://static.e-
publishing.af.mil/production/1/afspc/publication/afspcman9
1-710v3/afspcman90-710v3.pdf 

Standard Practice for Spacecraft 
Hardware Thermal Vacuum Bakeout ASTM E2900  12 https://www.astm.org/Standards/E2900.htm 

ESPA User’s Guide by Moog - Nov 
2018 

http://www.moog.com/content/dam/moog/literature/Space
_Defense/spaceliterature/structures/Moog_ESPA_UsersGuid
e.pdf 

General Environmental Verification 
Standard GSFC-STD-7000 A https://standards.nasa.gov/standard/gsfc/gsfc-std-7000 

Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination 
Committee (IADC) Space Debris 
Mitigation Guidelines 

IADC-02-01 1 
https://www.iadc-online.org/Documents/IADC-2002-01, IADC 
Space Debris Guidelines, Revision 1.pdf 

Launch Unit Standard SSC18-IX-07 - https://aerospace.org/sites/default/files/2018-08/SSC18-IX-
07%20Launch%20Unit%20Standards.pdf 

Mass Acceleration Curve for Spacecraft 
Structural Design JPL D-5882 - 

https://pub-
lib.jpl.nasa.gov/docushare/dsweb/Get/Document-1611/D-
5882.pdf 

NASA Contamination Control 
Requirements SN-C-0005 D https://prod.nais.nasa.gov/eps/eps_data/123414-DRAFT-

001-005.pdf 
Planetary Systems Corporation Payload 
Specification for 3U, 6U, 12U AND 27U 
tab-type CubeSats 

2002367 F 
http://www.planetarysystemscorp.com/wp-
content/uploads/2018/08/2002367F-Payload-Spec-for-3U-
6U-12U.pdf 

Standard Practice for Spacecraft 
Hardware Thermal Vacuum Bakeout ASTM E 2900 - https://www.astm.org/Standards/E2900.htm 

Standard Materials and Processes 
Requirements for Spacecraft NASA-STD-6016 A https://standards.nasa.gov/standard/nasa/nasa-std-6016 

United Nations Hazardous Goods 
Regulations ST/SG/AC.10/11 6 

https://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trans/danger/ST_SG
_AC.10_11_Rev6_E_WEB_-
With_corrections_from_Corr.1.pdf 

https://static.e-publishing.af.mil/production/1/afspc/publication/afspcman91-710v3/afspcman90-710v3.pdf
https://static.e-publishing.af.mil/production/1/afspc/publication/afspcman91-710v3/afspcman90-710v3.pdf
https://static.e-publishing.af.mil/production/1/afspc/publication/afspcman91-710v3/afspcman90-710v3.pdf
https://standards.nasa.gov/standard/gsfc/gsfc-std-7000
https://www.iadc-online.org/Documents/IADC-2002-01,%20IADC%20Space%20Debris%20Guidelines,%20Revision%201.pdf
https://www.iadc-online.org/Documents/IADC-2002-01,%20IADC%20Space%20Debris%20Guidelines,%20Revision%201.pdf
https://prod.nais.nasa.gov/eps/eps_data/123414-DRAFT-001-005.pdf
https://prod.nais.nasa.gov/eps/eps_data/123414-DRAFT-001-005.pdf
http://www.planetarysystemscorp.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/2002367F-Payload-Spec-for-3U-6U-12U.pdf
http://www.planetarysystemscorp.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/2002367F-Payload-Spec-for-3U-6U-12U.pdf
http://www.planetarysystemscorp.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/2002367F-Payload-Spec-for-3U-6U-12U.pdf
https://www.astm.org/Standards/E2900.htm
https://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trans/danger/ST_SG_AC.10_11_Rev6_E_WEB_-With_corrections_from_Corr.1.pdf
https://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trans/danger/ST_SG_AC.10_11_Rev6_E_WEB_-With_corrections_from_Corr.1.pdf
https://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trans/danger/ST_SG_AC.10_11_Rev6_E_WEB_-With_corrections_from_Corr.1.pdf
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Further information about upcoming missions, 
rideshare hardware, and service capabilities may 
be obtained by contacting Spaceflight directly 
through www.spaceflight.com. The Mission 
Planning Guide is a working document, and as 
such is revised and updated periodically. 
Spaceflight welcomes readers to visit our 
website regularly to check for the latest release. 
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